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President’s Post

By Luann Culbreth, M Ed, MBA, RT(R)(MR)(QM), CRA, FSMRT, FAHRA

Lynx In

April is a very busy month for AHRA. The Spring Conference,
local area meetings, and the board of directors meeting have
the AHRA home office in a flurry of activity – along with all of
the usual activities going on such as the membership cam-
paign, the year-end financial audit, and the upcoming election
for president-elect and directors.

But what does all of this have to do with the lynx, a wildcat?

In the December issue of Link, I referenced an approval by the
board for an initiative with Regents Health Resources, Inc. to
develop an automated benchmarking tool. This month, AHRA
is excited to introduce AHRAdatalynx in partnership with a col-
laborative division of Regents known as National Imaging
Network. A task force, led by AHRA Publications Director Deb
Murphy, has been working diligently since December with the
steadfast team at Regents to bring this data tool to the hands
of medical imaging leaders. AHRAdatalynx is being introduced
at the Spring Conference where attendees will be the first to
see this advancement in data access, management, and
benchmarking. In our daily grind of medical imaging we are
surrounded by data, sometimes so much we can’t get to what
matters the most. With AHRAdatalynx, we’ll have the lynx eyes
on relevant data. I trust you’ll explore this tool and find it
invaluable as the database grows over the months and years to
come.

Later this month, the board of directors will hold its second of
three meetings during the 2011-2012 year of governance. Our
schedule is full as we continue our focus on the strategic plan
and consider pertinent action items and relevant reports.
Here’s a sampling of items on our agenda this month:
AHRAdatalynx, member survey analysis, the membership
development campaign, area meetings, ISRRTWorld Congress

2012, professional collaborations (RBMA, ACR), RSNA liaison,
AHRA Education Foundation nominations/elections, policies
and procedures, the Gold Award, finance report, audit report,
investment report, Form 990, CEO/staff report, AHRA
Education Foundation fundraising campaign, RACC report,
2012 Annual Meeting in Orlando, and last but not least, the
chief executive officer performance evaluation. All of this and
more in just one day! The many committees and volunteers
throughout AHRA have done and are continuing to do great
things for the AHRA membership. If there is anything you feel
needs to be considered by the board please contact me or the
AHRA office.

My board of directors spotlight this month is on Ed Yoder. Ed
has been an active member of the board for six years, having
served two full three year terms by August of this year. Ed is
the administrative director of medical imaging at Winter Haven
Hospital in Winter Haven, Florida (between Orlando and
Tampa). Ed began his radiology career in 1989 as a registered
technologist in radiography and is now a CRA with both an
MHA and MBA. He has been in radiology management since
1992 and has been at the director level since 1999. If you know
Ed already, you know he’s a baseball enthusiast. He has five
children with two boys actively playing JV and varsity baseball
as well as playing on several travel teams (one son is getting
college interest so he’s pretty excited about that). You can con-
tact him at ed.yoder@winterhavenhospital.org for anything
about AHRA. Having been on the board for six years Ed has
several analogies to professional organization volunteer lead-
ership and baseball. I’m sure he’ll be happy to share a few of
them with you.

My thanks again to the Spring Conference Design Team (Dana,
Mark, Art, and Jennifer) for their hard work on the program in
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the Great Northwest. And I need to also give a special thank
you to AHRA Executive Assistant Sarah Murray– with so much
going on right now she keeps us all on task without missing a
beat.

Keep your eye on the lynx.

Luann

Luann Culbreth, M Ed, MBA, RT(R)(MR)(QM), CRA, FSMRT, FAHRA is
president of the 2011-2012 AHRA Board of Directors. She is execu-
tive director of cardiology, medical imaging, radiation oncology at
Saint Thomas Health in Nashville, TN and can be reached at
Luann.Culbreth@stthomas.org.

Regulatory Review

OIG Views Favorably a Proposal to Operate Website Containing
Coupons and Advertising
By Adrienne Dresevic, Esq., Carey F. Kalmowitz, Esq., and Stephanie P. Ottenwess, Esq.

On March 27, 2012, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) post-
ed a favorable, but narrowly defined, Advisory Opinion (No. 12-
02) pertaining to Requestor's proposal to operate a website
that would display coupons and advertising from healthcare
providers, suppliers, and other entities (the “Proposed
Arrangement”). The Opinion touches upon a topic hotly debat-
ed recently in the healthcare industry – whether providers can
legally and ethically offer discounts or coupons on “social
coupon”websites. Although Opinion 12-02 is favorable, it does
not translate into a green light for healthcare providers to use
social coupon sites.

Under the Proposed Arrangement, Requestor, a corporation
with two members, one being a practicing physician, would
contract with physicians and other health care providers and
suppliers (the “Providers”), who wish to post coupons for
healthcare items or services. The coupons could include dis-
counts on items or services that are reimbursable by federal
healthcare programs, provided that such discounts comply
with the applicable federal healthcare program rules and regu-
lations. Providers would be required to give the same discount
to any third party payor that the Provider offers a patient.
Requestor would also offer banner and pop-up advertising on
the website.

Requestor also certified that it would not be in a position to
make any referrals to Providers using the site. Moreover, the
practicing physician member’s name would not appear on the
website, he would not post any coupons for his own services,
and he would not have any financial interest in the Provider.
Five membership levels would be offered, one of which is a
free “basic”membership; the rest would require a monthly fee
which would be set in advance, for fair market value, and
would not take into account the volume or value of any refer-
rals or business otherwise generated between the parties.

The potential customers (healthcare consumers) would pay no
fees to access the website and would simply print or download
a coupon without pre-paying for the discount. Instead, the dis-
count would be applied only if the customer receives the serv-
ice. Importantly, the website would advise patients who sub-
mit their own claims of their obligation to report any discounts
to the payor.

The OIG determined that the Proposed Arrangement involved
two advertising activities which implicate the federal anti-kick-
back statute ("AKS”): the selling of advertising space and the
posting of Providers’ coupons. In evaluating advertising, the
OIG considers a number of factors, including the identity of the
party engaged in the marketing activity and the party’s rela-
tionship with its target audience; the nature of the marketing
activity; the item or service being marketed; the target popula-
tion; and any safeguards to prevent fraud and abuse. The OIG
found that the Proposed Arrangement is sufficiently low risk
under the anti-kickback statute for the following reasons:

♦ Requestor is not a healthcare provider or supplier and would
simply operate a website hosting advertising and coupons;
♦payments from Providers do not depend on the coupons
being used by customers to obtain services, the fee is set in
advance and does not take into account the volume or value
of any referrals;
♦ advertising on the website would not be directed at the cus-
tomer visiting the site and was akin to print media; and
the structure of the coupons decreases risk under the AKS
because a customer does not pre-pay for the coupon. This fact,
according to the OIG, significantly lowered the risk that a
Provider’s medical judgment would be improperly influenced
to render medically unnecessary or inappropriate services
based upon the fact that the customer purchased a coupon.

The OIG also indicated additional risk existed due to the con-
tent of the coupons, which may offer discounts on items or
services that are reimbursable by federal healthcare programs.
However, the OIG concluded that the Proposed Arrangement
included sufficient safeguards to mitigate the risks including:

♦ Any discount would result in reduced costs benefiting
patients as well as payors, including federal healthcare pro-
grams, as the discount would apply to the entire item or serv-
ice, not only to the patient’s cost-sharing obligations; and
♦ the website’s Terms of Use require the Providers to comply
with the discount safe harbor, which requires that buyers and
sellers report any discounts to ensure the discounts are shared
with federal healthcare programs; the coupons themselves
would explain that the discount must apply to the entire item
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or service and not just a customer’s cost-sharing obligation.

Notably, the OIG (without making specific references) differen-
tiates the Proposed Arrangement from a health care provider’s
relationship with a “social coupon”website where the customer
pre-pays for the discounted service and the fee is generally
split between the provider and host of the website. The OIG
noted that by not paying up front for the coupon, there is less
risk that a Provider would feel pressured to render a non-med-
ically necessary service.

The OIG ultimately concluded that the payments from the
Providers for Requestor’s services would pose an acceptably
low risk of fraud and abuse under the AKS and that Requestor’s
role in posting the coupons, operating essentially as a conduit
to transmit advertising, did not rise to the level of a person or
entity transferring remuneration to a beneficiary to improperly
influence their choice of provider or supplier. However, the OIG
does identify two areas of potential concern for which it
expressed no opinion (1) Stark law issues in relation to the
physician member and a person or entity with whom the
Requestor would contract under the Proposed Arrangement;
and (2) False Claims Act liability of Requestor if Requestor
knows or should know that the Providers are not providing
federal healthcare programs with their share of the coupon
discounts.

Thus, although this ultimately was a favorable opinion, it was

narrowly focused, it contrasted the Proposed Arrangement
from a “social coupon”website situation, and it identified
potential other areas of concern/liability which fell outside the
scope of the OIG’s authority. As such, these types of
coupon/advertising arrangements must be carefully consid-
ered before a healthcare provider decides to participate.

Adrienne Dresevic, Esq. graduated Magna Cum Laude from
Wayne State University Law School. Practicing healthcare law, she
concentrates in Stark and fraud/abuse, representing various diag-
nostic imaging providers, eg, IDTFs, mobile leasing entities, and
radiology and multi-specialty group practices.

Carey F. Kalmowitz, Esq. graduated from NYU Law School.
Practicing healthcare law, he concentrates on corporate and
financial aspects, eg, structuring physician group practice transac-
tions; diagnostic imaging and ancillary services, IDTFs, provider
acquisitions, CON, compliance, and Stark and fraud/abuse.

Stephanie P. Ottenwess, Esq. graduated fromWayne State
University Law School. Practicing healthcare law, she concen-
trates in fraud/abuse, compliance and risk management.

The authors are founding members of The Health Law Partners,
P.C. and may be reached at (248) 996-8510 or (212) 734-0128, or
at www.thehlp.com.

Commentary

Mid-Term Update on ELM Program
By David J Waldron, ELM Program Facilitator

AHRA’s 2011 Annual Meeting in sunny Grapevine, Texas seems
much more than half a year ago! So much has happened since
then, and so much continues to change in the world of diag-
nostic imaging.

It was a pleasant Sunday afternoon in mid-August 2011 when
eight brave and rather apprehensive radiology leaders came
together for the opening session of the first ELM program.
With participants coming from all over the country (California,
Arizona, New York, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Kentucky, and locally
from Dallas), the group certainly brought different perspec-
tives and experiences to the inaugural class!

Classroom sessions were spread over several days during the
AHRA Annual Meeting, with four hours being dedicated to
each of these five topics:

♦ Strategic planning, business planning, quality circles
♦ Financial management, investment decision support, bal-
anced scorecards and dashboards
♦ Organization, operational management, process mapping,
and lean six sigma
♦ Leadership, situational management, emotional intelligence,
and staff development
♦ Marketing, branding, market communications, market

research, and market capacity

In addition to these five topics, the group worked to develop
presentation skills, craft persuasive messaging, and utilize
PowerPoint to deliver compelling presentations.

Each topic was addressed using a combination of classroom
learning and discussion coupled with breakouts to work on
problems. Breakout groups of four gave each person the
opportunity to chair at least one breakout and to be presenter
for at least one. The format we followed for each of the five
topics was an initial group discussion, leading into a 15 minute
breakout, followed by a deeper dive into the topic, and con-
cluding with a 30 minute breakout. These longer breakouts
required the groups to address real radiology leadership chal-
lenges as well as prepare a PowerPoint presentation with their
conclusions. In addition to the depth of understanding that
was achieved in each topic, there were three very notable
areas where each group showed strong growth during the
program:

1. As the program progressed, the person nominated to be
chairman became much more focused on the problem being
explored and much more adept at using the resources avail-
able – namely, the other group members. There deliberately
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was not enough time available to work the breakout problems,
so just as in real life, decisions had to be made with as much
information as could be developed quickly. The quality of the
conclusions and the route to making those conclusions clearly
improved.

2. The quality of the PowerPoint presentations also improved
dramatically. It was obvious that the teams were developing a
more engaging and persuasive approach to describing the
problem, explaining their analyses, and justifying their conclu-
sions.

3. The third aspect was ever increasing confidence and comfort
exhibited by the chair in structuring the breakout and allocat-
ing tasks, and by presenters in delivering the presentation.
These are all key skills for a successful radiology leader, and the
ELM program format was structured specifically to enable
these skills to be developed and polished.

After the fun and camaraderie of working together for such an
intense period inTexas, the ELM program has advanced over
the last six months into the mentoring phase. This phase pro-
vides one hour per month of mentoring time for each partici-
pant to use pretty much as they choose: anything from coach-
ing the ELM participant as she is working through a major
project to providing support on multiple individual issues – eg,
helping as difficult staffing decisions get made.

There are several very challenging projects being undertaken
by ELM participants where the ELM facilitator has been able to
provide input. One involves achieving significant cost savings
throughout multiple departments. Another is a lean six sigma
implementation to improve throughput efficiency. Yet another
has helped to develop a new management appraisal tool for

middle managers. Ongoing activities include launching a new
radiology service line and revisiting the “go-to-market” strategy
for an imaging center.

With eight participants in the program, there are eight differ-
ent stories to tell about experiences during the year-long pro-
gram, and some of these stories will be recounted during the
kick-off session for the 2012-13 ELM program at the Annual
Meeting in Orlando, Florida, which will also serve as the wrap-
up for the Class of 2011-12.

My own conclusion at the midpoint is that the biggest chal-
lenge by far facing our radiology leaders is organization.
Oftentimes we are so busy and have so much to do that taking
the time to step back and organize ourselves as well as organ-
izing our teams and our patient workflows seems impossible.
However, organization and time management are critical to
any leader’s success. Helping middle managers, supervisors,
and lead techs to be organized – actually requiring and
demanding that they be organized – is a measure of a success-
ful leader. The “ELMers”who are the most organized are
achieving the most and in the current environment of doing
more with less will continue to thrive.

Consequently, organization will be reinforced in the syllabus
for the Class of 2012-13!

If you are interested in signing up for the 2012-2013 ELM
Program, you can find more information at ahraonline.org.

David Waldron is Chief Executive Officer at Traction Business
Development and the facilitator of the ELM Program. He can be
reached at djwaldron@tracbiz.com.

Commentary

How to Plan and Host a Local Area Meeting
By Mark Steffen, CRA, FAHRA

One of the benefits of AHRA membership is the networking
opportunities to connect with your peers to discuss either
work-related or professional development issues. While net-
working over email or phone is helpful, I really enjoy meeting
face-to-face with peers. I think that is why I am really excited
about the increase in free local area meetings that are happen-
ing across the country.

I first become involved in planning local meetings with a team
of four peers in the Seattle area. I was new to the area, having
recently relocated from Chicago in May 2009. Our first local
meeting was held at Swedish Medical Center in November
2010. The meeting consisted of appetizers, two speakers (pro-
viding two CE credits), an hour of networking, all at no cost!
From there, our local team met regularly to plan quarterly
meeting sites that rotated to each planning team member’s
site. As hosts, we had to develop topics, secure speakers, and
plan for the pre-meeting food and drink. Within a year, we had
the process down to an art and had an average of 50 atten-

dees at each meeting.

I relocated back to Chicago in October 2011 and wanted to
replicate the success we experienced with local area meetings
in Seattle. I invited a few peers of mine in the Chicago area to
join a local planning team meeting - including representatives
from downtown, the north and south sides of the city, and the
suburbs - with the goal of planning quarterly meetings. Our
first meeting was held last month at my hospital, offering a
great opportunity to showcase my organization! Danielle
Jaramillo, radiology operations manager at Advocate Condell,
presented on the world-class service we are providing to out-
patients. I reached out to my colleague fromWashington state
and friend, Brenda Rinehart, to present her talk on radiation
dose and community awareness that she had given at a local
Seattle area meeting. The feedback was amazing from the 50
attendees at our meeting. We have meetings already planned
in May, June, and July at Chicago area hospitals with some
amazing speakers on topics of technology, cloud storage, and
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centers of excellence.

So, you may be asking yourself: “I’d like to host (or start!) a local
area meeting/group, but how?”Your first step is to contact the
helpful staff at AHRA headquarters. They will provide you with
step-by-step instructions on how to get your meeting started
and approved for CE credits. You will need to come up with an
agenda and potential topics that your peers would find inter-
esting. I take a look at topics presented at other local meetings
on the AHRA website to see if the topics are interesting and if I
can use the same speaker. Our meetings have been in the
evening to allow for people to come directly from work, but I
know some other areas plan meetings during the day with
high turnout.

I have also found that vendors are more than willing to spon-
sor a meeting by paying for speaker travel and/or food for the
meeting. The only caution is how your organization develops
vendor relations policies on sponsorship.

Once you have the meeting agenda set, AHRA does much of
the rest. They promote the meeting to the membership in the
area, secure reservations for attendees, ship meeting materials
a few days before the meeting (which may include some nice
gifts for attendees!), and follow-up with speaker evaluations
and CE credit certificates.

I have found that planning and hosting meetings have been a
great experience! I have expanded my network so that I have
several contacts when I need information in regards to policies
or professional development. I would be happy to talk with
you if you require additional information.

Mark Steffen, CRA, FAHRA is a commissioner on the RACC. He is
also the director of radiology services at Advocate Condell Medical
Center in Libertyville, IL, and he can be reached at
mark.steffen@advocatehealth.com.

Commentary

What Would You Do?
By AHRA Staff

Every month, a hypothetical management situation is posted.
You are encouraged to share your thoughts (in the comment
box at: http://link.ahraonline.org) on how you would address
the issue. Here is this month’s question:

What would you do if you noticed that your staff members
were not being diligent about tasks such as checking and
initialing crash carts? How do you get them to understand
the importance of this and the ramifications if not complet-
ed, without having to counsel staff?

Be sure to check out others’ responses and join the discussion.

Education Foundation

By AHRA Staff

Vendor Spotlight: Toshiba

This article will be the first in a series of vendor spotlights,
designed to keep our members aware of AHRA’s partnerships
and show our appreciation for all that our vendor partners do.

Toshiba America Medical Systems, Inc. has been a long-stand-
ing supporter of both AHRA and the AHRA Education
Foundation. In 2008, Toshiba and AHRA partnered on the
Putting Patients First Program to provide healthcare facilities
with the resources needed to improve imaging quality and
safety for patients through an unrestricted educational grant
from Toshiba. The program has been a resounding success and
continues to grow each year. Since its inception, the program
has provided grants for 19 AHRA members and their facilities.

This past year, Toshiba increased their funding of the program
to $75,000. This allowed AHRA and Toshiba to fund six grants
of up to $7,500 each to hospitals and imaging centers and an
additional grant of up to $20,000 to an Integrated Delivery
Network (IDN) to fund programs, training, or seminars aimed at
improving patient care and safety in CT, MR, ultrasound, x-ray
and vascular imaging. The new grant of up to $20,000 was
awarded to an IDN or hospital system for projects that
improved overall patient care and safety in imaging across the
IDN/hospital system. All facilities will develop and share their
best practices. Beyond receiving funds, the grant recipients
publish an article in an AHRA publication about their innova-
tive programs to improve patient care and safety in diagnostic
imaging.
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“Toshiba is committed to developing technologies that
advance diagnostic imaging and partners with healthcare facil-
ities to improve the quality of patient care,” said Catherine
Wolfe, senior director of corporate and strategic communica-
tions at Toshiba. “Through the continued growth of the Putting
Patients First Program, we hope to help support healthcare
facilities create innovative programs designed to improve
patient safety and comfort, provide continued education for

healthcare providers and share best practices.”

As a long-standing partner of AHRA, please thank your local
Toshiba representatives for all that they do to ensure AHRA
stays at the forefront of medical imaging management. AHRA
looks forward to further expanding our relationship with
Toshiba in the coming years.

CRA

The Best Leaders are Readers
By Benjamin G. M. Feril, MSC, USN

Many of you are outstanding professionals in your field, so
much so that you’ve applied yourself in achieving credentials
through the CRA program. A significant milestone indeed (but
there is a “however”). Now that you’ve successfully demonstrat-
ed leadership abilities in your organization, passed the CRA
exam, and earned your credentials, you should be asking your-
self “now what?”

One area where medical administrators should maintain an
edge is continuing leadership education. Many of our col-
leagues are fortunate enough to attend seminars, conferences,
or even webinars. These are great opportunities, but due to the
current economic climate, organizations are rolling back fund-
ing to attend these events and seemingly leaving few options
available for healthcare leaders.

There is another option: books! Hard copy, soft copy, or using
your favorite electronic book device, there are a lot of books
out in the market today covering a wide variety of leadership
and management topics and interests. Let me suggest a few.
Robert I. Sutton, PhD is the author of Good Boss, Bad Boss. He is
a professor of management science and engineering at
Stanford University and has written articles in leadership and
management in The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and
Business Week. In his book, Sutton describes what kind of boss-
es there are in the workplace, and he places particular empha-
sis on what the “best” bosses do. Another one of my favorite
authors is John C. Maxwell who wrote The 360°Leader, Everyone
Communicates Few Connect and The 21 Irrefutable Laws of
Leadership. All of Maxwell books have been instant bestsellers
and cover issues such as building better team work, enhancing
leadership abilities among managers, and increasing interper-
sonal communications among colleagues and workers.

I’m certain that my suggestion will meet with some skepticism
as many of us healthcare leaders and managers just don’t have
time to read. I say to you: make the time! As leaders and man-
agers, we’ve mastered the art of time management, and I rec-
ommend you carve out some time in your busy schedule to fit
professional reading into your professional life. Remember, it’s
not a sprint, but a marathon. If you set a goal of reading a book
every two to three weeks, you may get discouraged because
you can’t meet that goal. But if you focus on a book every
month or month and a half then your efforts will pay off.

Speaking of the pay off, what are the rewards in a professional
reading program? I believe they include maintaining currency
in the latest topics of the day from leadership, management,
business, economics, etc and it also helps keep your brain
active. In addition to devoting time to juggling a multitude of
leadership and management challenges, your brain gets a
dose of intellectual stimuli that will keep your thinking sharp.
Finally, the information you read from books will help you to
further develop your creativity and imagination to keep you
always thinking of new ways to work and grow with your peers
and employees.

Capt. Benjamin G. M. Feril, MSC, USN is a member of the United
States Navy currently serving in Bethesda, MD as Director for the
Joint Medical Planners Course (JMPC) for the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
J-4/Health Services Support Directorate. He is also the RACC’s
Public Commissioner. He can be contacted at
benjamin.feril@med.navy.mil.

AHRA News

Member Appreciation
By AHRA Staff

Here, we warmly welcome new members, acknowledge the tenure of our most committed members, and recognize any recent
successes among all members. If you would like to acknowledge a colleague, announce a promotion, or make us aware of an
accomplishment please let us know.
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Sadly, we would like to inform the AHRA membership that
Brett Cannon, CRA, passed away unexpectedly in March. Brett
was the manager of medical imaging at Lee's Hill in
Fredericksburg, VA and has been an active AHRA member and
volunteer since 2005, most recently serving as the Virginia
state leader for AHRA’s Membership Development Campaign.
The industry has lost a knowledgeable individual and valuable
contributor to the profession. Our thoughts are with his family,
friends, and colleagues. He will be missed.

New Members (as of March 2012)

Jeffrey Alvis, Springfield, MA
Donald Anderson, Portland, OR
Patricia Ashley, Ridgewood, NJ
Joseph Babcock, Kalamazoo, MI
Peter Baker, Murrieta, CA
Tiffani Bakunas, Ridgewood, NJ
Kristin Bechler, Kalamazoo, MI
Scott Best, Tallahassee, FL
Dylan Black, Bellville, OH
Andrea Borgeson, Murrieta, CA
Jessica Bowers, Tallahassee, FL
Trina Brandenstein, Evansville, IN
Lucille Brown, Ridgewood, NJ
Denise Caccioppo, Stuart, FL
Sushma Chopra, Ridgewood, NJ
Angie Clark, Townshend, VT
Sabrina Cole, Metairie, LA
Sarah Copeland Bynum, Austin, TX
Tom Costas, Springfield, MA
Tomas Costilla, Austin, TX
Kenneth Crossland, Snohomish, WA
Elizabeth Davidson, Tallahassee, FL
Jessica Delaune, Austin, TX
Susan Depottey, Kalamazoo, MI
Heather Dietz, Everett, WA
Susan Drewniak, Tallahassee, FL
Pam Duhe, Slidell, LA
Pam Duncan, Evansville, IN
Lisa Eastman, American Fork, UT
Kreana Evanshine, Tallahassee, FL
Kim Farinas, Jeffersonville, IN
Johnnie Farris, Austin, TX
Chris Fitzgerald, Kalamazoo, MI
Joaquim Franqueira, Ridgewood, NJ
Stephanie Frantz, Evansville, IN
Jodi Fry, Nashville, TN
Rosemary Gatti, Ridgewood, NJ
Kimberly Gay, Kirkland, WA
Adam Gigliotti, Austin, TX
Courtney Gill, Seattle, WA
Tony Goodwin, Evansville, IN
George Greene, Montgomery, TX
Tim Haley, Metairie, LA
Lee Ann Heinest, Kalamazoo, MI
Tina Heirsch, Metairie, LA
Therese Henry, Fairfield, CA

Christy Hill, Tallahassee, FL
Donald Hill, Murrieta, CA
Donna Holloway, Springfield, MA
Chuck Huberdeau, Exeter, NH
Larry Johnson, Kyle, TX
Crystal Kahre, Evansville, IN
Donna Keith, Sunnyvale, CA
Zita Knop, Cass Lake, MN
Kathy Lavieri, Tallahassee, FL
Rose-Marie Liboiron, Houston, TX
Jana Lindberg, Minneapolis, MN
Madeleine Love, Lismore, NSW
John MacBeth, Martinsville, IN
Rachel Machac, Taylor, TX
Craig Mailhos, Metairie, LA
David Mayfield, Tallahassee, FL
Martha Meyer, Fargo, ND
Robin Mills, Tallahassee, FL
Grace Mitchell, Springfield, MA
Lupe Molina, Austin, TX
Heather Montgomery, Tallahassee, FL
Deborah Morgan, East Providence, RI
Jessie Morsching, St Louis Park, MN
Jennifer Murphy, Austin, TX
Karen Nelson, Ellenwood, GA
Daryl Oft, Murrieta, CA
Amy Pelfree, Lafayette, IN
Noel Peyton, Slidell, LA
Dave Pierce, Lake Forest Park, WA
John Probus, Evansville, IN
Lisa Richoux, Metairie, LA
Deborah Roberts, Kirkland, WA
Angela Ryan, Jeffersonville, IN
Will Sanders, Tallahassee, FL
Stacie Seldon, Kalamazoo, MI
Bethany Selvage, Kalamazoo, MI
Renee Sheppard-Sanders, Austin, TX
Shelley Sizemore, Tallahassee, FL
David Smith, Lawrence, KS
Suzanne Stewart, Evansville, IN
Glenn Surprenant, Springfield, MA
Johan Tan, Murrieta, CA
John Timpanaro, Ridgewood, NJ
John Troglia, Port Angeles, WA
Ruffian Tyner, Tallahassee, FL
Felicity Vaughn, Granbury, TX
Janet Verdugo, Los Angeles, CA
Lancelot Walker, New York, NY
SuzanneWarren, Lincoln, DE
Charles Wicks, Geneva, NY
DawnWilhelm, Lafayette, IN
Kelly Wilkinson, Evansville, IN
Susan Zook, Goodyear, AZ

Do you know someone who can benefit from an AHRA mem-
bership? Let us know! Send contact information to our mem-
bership department at memberservices@ahraonline.org.
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Member Anniversaries (as of April 2012)

25+ Years

Larry Kirschner (38)
Roland McGraner (35)
Michael Newton (32)
Leonard Purvis (28)
Yolanda Miller (26)
John McHargue (25)

10-24 Years

Jeffrey Palmucci (23)
Frank Crua (20)
Rhonda Tully (17)
Terry Cayton (16)
Brian Hennebry (16)
Maria Francesco (15)
Kathleen Manhan (15)
George Ochoa (13)
Russell Smith (13)
Walter Bowman (13)
Onalee Shinn (12)
Beverley Sorci-Roberts (12)
ConstanceWhite (12)
Gregory Scott Miller (11)
Michelle Waldrop (11)
Robin Brown (11)
Kim Halliburton (11)
Nancy Hobby (11)
Lori McClure Smith (11)
Rita Warren (11)
Ricky Shuman (11)
Dale Skrnich (11)
DianeWeber (11)
Christopher Balbi (11)
Dennis DePascal (11)
Debra Brightwell (10)
Roberto Floro (10)
Lynn Graves (10)
Todd Lehkamp (10)
Maureen Seluta (10)
Maureen Green (10)
Scott Hartman (10)
Joan Hensberry (10)
Debbie Mayer (10)
Matthew McKinney (10)
LindaWomack (10)
George Lowe (10)
Kristen Moak (10)

5-9 Years

Rein Heidemann (9)
Robyn Austin (9)
Randall Gray (9)
Shelly Meese (9)
Charles Pietrangelo (9)

Robert Weisbecker (9)
Karen Herczeg (9)
Bill Koziol (9)
Mary Thomas (8)
Mary EllenWilson (8)
Elizabeth DeRosa-Linsley (8)
Joyce Cothren (8)
Michael Cragin (8)
Michelle DeRegis (8)
Ronald Knuutila (8)
Peter McCormack (8)
Gregory Fenstermaker (8)
Anne-Marie Watrous (8)
Tanaine Hukill (8)
Cynthia Reed (7)
Sharon Brommer (7)
Becki Cumbach-Perkins (7)
Amanda Daugherty (7)
John Detelich (7)
Bernadette Kennedy (7)
Pamela Mitchell (7)
Donald Moore (7)
Randy Packard (7)
Lee Swanson (7)
Mark Everett (7)
Johnnie Tatum (7)
Gaetano Fata (7)
Aileen Garrett (7)
Donald Elting (7)
RichardWhite (7)
Anna Kinney (6)
Rhonda Makoske (6)
John Mayben (6)
Debra Casey (6)
Sixto Garza (6)
Syed Mohsin Haidry (6)
Fred Maier (6)
Dawn McNeil (6)
Carol Merrick (6)
Donna Morris (6)
Sue Rysted (6)
Lanamaria Smallwood (6)
Stephanie Spencer (6)
William Stepaniuk (6)
Christopher Hayman (6)
Nathan Smith (6)
ConstanceWagers (6)
Carmen Saunders (6)
Ronny Rose (6)
Bart Thompson (6)
Benny Hopper (6)
Anthony Lunsford (6)
Steve Votey (6)
Kerry Bishop (5)
Lennis Benson (5)
Scott Bracci (5)
Amy Carey (5)
Krista Christensen (5)
Shannon Daniel Carter (5)
Kevin Gessner (5)
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Richard Golab, Jr. (5)
Mark Johnson (5)
Rae Kaare (5)
Kathleen Kapsin (5)
Kathleen Kennedy (5)
Kim Lamb (5)
Connie Mitchell (5)
Timothy Moore (5)
Shane Ryan (5)
James Temme (5)

CorinneWatson (5)
Angela Wohlrabe (5)
SusanWoodward (5)
Harold Blair (5)
Sean Cowman (5)
Mindy Dodson (5)
Laurie Hitzel (5)
Jeneen Simmons (5)


